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Cover Letter

SENT VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION
Sent To:
CBRE, Inc. - John Latessa
2000 Town Center, Suite 5000
Southfield, MI 48075
john.latessa@cbre.com

Copy:
CBRE, Inc. - Gordon Hendry
101 W Washington St, Suite 1000 E
Indianapolis, IN 46204
gordon.hendry@cbre.com

From:
CORE SPACES
2234 W. North Ave.
Chicago, IL 60647
Ph. 773.228.6484

RE: OFFERING MEMORANDUM SUBMISSION
DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY: 319 S 5TH AVE, ANN ARBOR, MI
Dear Selection Committee,
The Core Spaces team is honored and excited for the potential opportunity to participate in the redevelopment of
Downtown Ann Arbor. After familiarizing ourselves with the neighborhood and the “Library Lot,” we are confident that
our experience, culture and development aligns well with the City of Ann Arbor and the goals of this project. Along
with our team of designers, architects and consultants, we focused on what will be most successful for the
neighborhood, the city and residents. We arrived at a modern, mixed-use development that will promote walkability,
increase density, provide valuable community amenities and catalyze smart, urban growth. The Core team wants to
thank you for the opportunity to get involved and is looking forward to partnering together to bring the city a welldeserved class-A property.
Core Spaces is a full-service development company, composed of progressive individuals from all different
backgrounds and professions who are intimately involved with each market and project we develop. We are a handson company that works closely together with cities and municipalities on difficult-to-develop, urban infill sites -- sites
that may be considered too big or too complicated to some, but that we feel create the greatest positive impact on
the residents, businesses and the urban landscape. The experiences we’ve gained through working with mayors,
planning staff, design committees and special interest groups have led to long lasting partnerships, hugely successful
developments and revitalized neighborhoods. For example, in Columbia, SC, we developed a mixed use property
including retail, office, residential and an adjoining hotel all connected to a city parking garage. This project
completely revitalized the Main Street corridor, and the Mayor of Columbia is eager to discuss this development and
our team with you further.
After spending the time to research the market and absorb the information provided in the offering memorandum, we
feel that our experience and company ideology is perfect for this project. We are looking forward to demonstrating
our capabilities and building a long-lasting partnership.
Best Regards,
Marc Lifshin
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Project Concept
NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT CONCEPT
Collective
Adjective:
Noun:

col·lec·tive
Done by people acting as a group
A cooperative enterprise.

VISION
The Collective on 5th will be a development with elements as diverse yet cohesive as the community in which
it resides.
People walking down 5th Avenue will be drawn to the lush public plaza while the articulating façade of the
building takes the eye upward. Office workers bringing their lunch onto the terrace from the first floor café will
watch cyclists and pedestrians cut across Library Lane to Downtown and the University. Shoppers looking
through the storefront window on their way to Liberty Street will duck into a street-front boutique. Hotel
patrons dropping their bags in their rooms will head to the pool for a refreshment. Residents coming home
from work will take a moment in the park to catch up with neighbors before heading upstairs to relax and
enjoy the city views.
The Collective on 5th will continue the growth the neighborhood has seen over the past years, bringing high
density urban redevelopment to an already vibrant community.

CONCEPT
The concept of The Collective on 5th is to bring a contemporary, first class development to an urban location
and create a new, energetic corridor. In our experience, most asset types can benefit from the economies of
scale that populated urban infill sites create. When correctly designed, integrating multiple complementary
uses in one location creates symbiotic, mutually beneficial relationships between those uses. Mixed-use
developments like this not only increase density but spark the creation of new neighborhoods, enhance the
current ones, and strengthen community bonds.
When the opportunity to analyze the amazing site afforded by the City of Ann Arbor arose, Core Spaces
immediately envisioned an urban residential tower, stacked with complimentary uses. Based on the location,
research, capture rates and feedback from the local market, the program became evident: Retail, Office, Hotel
and Residential, in the form of a large-scale mixed-use product that would fulfill underserved area-wide
demands.
Core Spaces is familiar with the challenge of bringing mixed-use development to fruition. In 2014, Core
Spaces developed an award-winning project in Columbia, South Carolina, that combined a very similar
program. The one square block development consisted of a hotel, restaurant and bar, ballrooms, meeting
spaces, retail, office, joint-use city-owned garage, residential apartments and a rooftop amenity deck, all
located on the downtown thoroughfare of Main Street. With the help of the city, mayor, police staff, design
committee, hotel management and neighborhood businesses, Core Spaces spent an extensive amount of
time in advance to ensure the design would work well between the many complementary uses. When the
project opened, it revitalized the once economically suffering area, restored the retail presence and breathed
new life in downtown Columbia.

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
Located within the Midtown Character District, the design for this development is focused on furthering the
City’s initiative to establish a sense of identity for Ann Arbor’s “civic corridor”. True to the District’s other publicserving structures, the project dedicates nearly half of the site to public uses. Access to the underground
public parking garage off Library Lane remains unaltered and public park space encourages opportunities for
pedestrians to meet, rest, and enjoy the open space.
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As a neighbor to the Ann Arbor District Library and Blake Transit Center, the project articulates a new context
for the Midtown Character District. The program harnesses the vitality of Fifth Avenue by employing thoughtful
approaches that engage the structure with the atmosphere of the street. Green space and public amenities
transition to transparent retail environments and elevated terrace, trellis, and balcony elements. These
transitions enhance the “civic corridor” experience through the use of open spaces and natural components.
The architectural design and use of contemporary colors and materials further integrate the Midtown
Character District’s desire for place-making, landmark features. The iconic form where the building touches
the sky underscores the District’s push for new urbanism.
The architectural concept for the Collective on 5th engages the structure with the atmosphere and vitality of
the streetscape. Integration between the streetscape, public park, and structure is achieved through the use
of an expansive vertical trellis that enhances the green space found in garden plaza and patio by creating a
dynamic vertical garden.!
The vertical garden is a living screen planted with ivy that grows with each year that passes. As the seasons
change, the colors and elements of the vertical garden will changeover—lush, green foliage in the warm
summer providing a shaded oasis, while during the winter the leaves will fall, allowing more sunlight into the
Collective on 5th.!
Further architectural integration is found in the contemporary design approaches used on the façade
transitions. The retail and office facades showcase glass framed by the vertical garden element. The hotel and
residential facades balance glass with a multi-tone blue/grey skin grid. The skin grid panels have thoughtfully
arranged openings; these openings are a composition of windows and colored panels.!
The ground level at Collective on 5th serves as an access point for all the features of the building. The
residential units located on the uppermost floors are accessed via a private lobby off Library Lane. A separate
lobby off Library Lane provides access to the hotel and office suites. The remainder of the ground level is
available for retail tenants.!
The entire second floor is dedicated to office uses. With an entire floor of usable area, this level provides
endless customizable options to meet any company’s office needs.!
The third through sixth floors are dedicated to the hotel. The third floor features various amenities for guests—
a patio and public park, courtyard, indoor pool, common areas, and other amenities—as well as office, back-ofhouse, and storage space for hotel staff. Across four floors, the hotel is composed of 136 units.!
Finally, the uppermost floors accommodate high-quality residential units. Separate amenity spaces are
provided on these floors for Collective on 5th residents.

BREAKDOWN OF THE PROPERTY’S VARIOUS CONCEPTS
RETAIL
Over 7,000 square feet of retail will run along 5th Avenue to the North of the site and along Library Lane, then
set into the southwest corner of the building to form a public plaza for a park, outdoor restaurant space and
streetscape.

OFFICE
Over 28,000 square feet of office space will take up the second floor and will increase the professional
presence in the area.

HOSPITALITY
The hotel portion of the site will take the middle floors, separating uses and entrances form the residential to
provide privacy and distribute foot traffic while still promoting overall building cohesion. On the third floor,
there is enough space for an upscale bar and lounge, food service space, a gym and an outdoor terrace.

RESIDENTIAL
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The residential portion of the building will encompass the top floors of the building and will include a private
entrance off Library Lane. There will also be private amenity areas throughout the building, including a fitness
center, co-working business center and spa. The density and location of the residential tower is meant to
promote walkability and pull people into the immediate vicinity while still providing an urban oasis for them to
live and work.

PUBLIC
The southwest corner building will be set back from the street to accommodate approximately 3,500 square
feet of public park space.
Considering around 50% of the usable site is currently taken up by parking ramps, private alley access and
loading, this would essentially be allotting 20% of the usable site for open public space. However, Core feels
very strongly that pedestrian context of this southwest corner lends itself to a public focal point for the area
and neighborhood. The positioning of the park between two retail spaces will increase usability of the green
space, instances of pedestrian interaction and adherence to a smart urban growth model.
On the second floor, a 4,000 square foot patio and public area extends toward 5th ave, allowing onlookers to
watch the pedestrian traffic pass by.
A 2,500 square foot courtyard deck will look out over Library Lane to the south and will house a pool for the
hotel and private amenity space for the residents.
10,000 square feet of dedicated public and semi-public space throughout the building, which will be used for
sidewalk cafes, art galleries, event space or simply green space.

TOTAL CONSIDERATION
Core Spaces is pleased to offer $15,000,000.00 in total consideration. The total consideration consists of
$10,000,000.00 for the Building Rights and Entitlements for the ground level of the parking garage and above
and $5,000,000.00 to acquire 200 parking spaces in the City owned parking garage beneath the proposed
development.
Alternatively, we would agree to a lease term for those 200 spaces in for a current rate of $150.00 per month if a
sale is not feasible.

PRICING PER SQUARE FOOT OF THE FOLLOWING USES:
Office:
Retail:
Residential:
Hotel:

$25.00 per square foot per year
$25.00 per square foot per year
$3.45 per square foot per month on average
$120 average daily rate per room

OUTLINE OF PURCHASE TERMS

Core Spaces will require the time indicated below from the date of commencement of the Purchase Sale
Agreement to complete the following
Due Diligence:
60 Days
Entitlements:
180 Days or as needed to complete entitlements with the City of Ann Arbor
Closing:
60 Days After Completion of Entitlements

OUTLINE OF DEVELOPMENT TERMS
Core Spaces requests further discussions of the following:!
‣ Option to lease additional parking spaces in the parking garage.!
‣ Right of First Refusal to acquire the parking garage in the event the City opts to sell the property.

OUTLINE OF ECONOMIC INCENTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION OF FUTURE APPLICATION
Core Spaces and its affiliates do not plan to seek any economic relief, incentives or public financing at this time or
in the future for the proposed development.
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COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
Approximate Dates/
Timeframe

#

September 1, 2015

1 Introductory Meeting with Planning
Staff

Meet to introduce project, learn about review process requirements,
and prepare for Citizen participation meeting.

September 15, 2015

2 DRB – Submit Application

At least 4 weeks prior to Design Review Board (DRB) meeting. 8
weeks before filing petition.

September 30, 2015

3 DRB – Public Notice

At least 20 days prior to DRB meeting. City staff to notify all residents
within 500 ft.

October 15, 2015

4 DRB Meeting1

Required because project is in D2 zoning district. Advisory comments
only.

October 1, 2015

5 Citizen Meeting – Public Notice

At least 14 days prior to Citizen meeting. Notify all residents within
1,000 ft.

October 15, 2015

6 Citizen Meeting

6 weeks before filing petition.

November 15, 2015

7 Pre-Submission Meeting

Schedule 1-2 weeks before filing petition. Hard copy.

November 25, 2015

8 File Petition

Set up an eTrakit account, obtain pin 4-6 weeks before
filing petition with the City Planning Commission (CPC).

November 27, 2015

9 DRC Internal Review

At this internal meeting, staff to determine whether petition
is complete and can be accepted for review.

December 11, 2015

10 ADC Comments / Staff Review

Major petitions reviewed by the Advisory Development Committee
(ADC). Meeting open to the public.

January 6, 2016

11 CPC – Public Notice

At least 20 days prior to CPC Meeting. Notify all residents within 500
ft.

December 30, 2015

12 CPC New Public Hearing Agenda Set

January 28, 2016

13 CPC Meeting2

Required for project approval. Send to City Council if approved, or
revise plans as required for approval at subsequent meeting.

February/March 2016

14 City Council Meeting3

Date subject to staff preparation of CPC approval

TBD
(Est. March/April 2016)

15 Development Agreement

Executed by Developer and City before permits issued, other than
demolition. If sale of property has not closed, additional arrangements
required.

TBD
(Est. Summer 2016)

16 Public Infrastructure and Stormwater
Facilities

Must be in place before building permits are issued. (If storm water
storage facility is below building, then coordinate with engineer and
approve before construction).

May 2016

17 Submit Plans for Foundation Permit

July/August 2016

18 Receive Foundation Permit
Tentative

Milestone

Notes

Permit packages can be separated into foundation and core/shell. Not
confirmed if MEP permit can be issued separately for building of this
size.

1 City of Ann Arbor Design Review Board (DRB) meetings are held every third Wednesday of the month, as needed.
2 City of Ann Arbor Planning Commission (CPC) meetings are held the first and third Tuesday of the month.
3 Ann Arbor City Council meetings are held on the first and third Monday of the month.
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Comprehensive Development Schedule (Gantt Chart)
ID

Task Task Name
Mode
1

Duration

Start

Finish

Predecessors
M

Selection Process (Estimated Timeframe)
Submit RFP

0 days

Mon 6/1/15 Mon 6/1/15

3

Ann Arbor Selection Process

66 days

Mon 6/1/15 Mon 8/31/152

4

Contract Negotiations

44 days

Tue 9/1/15 Fri 10/30/15 3

5

Closing

44 days

Fri 3/25/16 Wed 5/25/166,4

Entitlements (Estimated)
Introductory Meeting with Planning Staff

6 days

Wed 9/2/15 Wed 9/9/15 4FS-43 days

8

Design Review Board Process

24 days

Thu 9/10/15 Tue 10/13/157

9

Citizen Meetings

13 days

Thu 9/24/15 Mon 10/12/157FS+10 days

10

Pre-Submission Meeting

1 day

Wed 11/11/15Wed 11/11/1511SS-10 days

11

File Petition

1 day

Wed 11/25/15Wed 11/25/159SS+44 days

12

DRC Internal Review

1 day

Thu 11/26/15Thu 11/26/1511

13

ADC Comments & Staff Review

1 day

Fri 12/11/15 Fri 12/11/15 12FS+10 days

14

CPC Process

24 days

Mon 12/28/15Thu 1/28/16 13FS+10 days

15

City Council Meeting

1 day

Thu 3/3/16 Thu 3/3/16 14FS+24 days

16

Development Agreement

15 days

Fri 3/4/16

88 days

Mon 11/2/15Wed 3/2/16

Due Diligence & Financing
Site Due Diligence

44 days

Mon 11/2/15Thu 12/31/154

19

Secure Financing

44 days

Fri 1/1/16

Architecture & Engineering
Schematic Drawings

100 days

Mon 6/15/15Fri 10/30/15 4FF

Design Development (thru entitlements)

100 days

Mon 11/2/15Fri 3/18/16 21

23

Interior Design

50 days

Mon 11/2/15Fri 1/8/16

24

Permit Drawings

46 days

Fri 3/25/16 Fri 5/27/16 22,6,23

25

Public Infastructure Plans

60 days

Fri 11/27/15 Thu 2/18/16 12,4

26

Construction Drawings

44 days

Mon 5/30/16Thu 7/28/16 24

27

Construction Administration

468 days

Mon 8/1/16 Tue 5/15/18 36SS

45 days

Mon 5/30/16Fri 7/29/16

Submit for Permit & Review (estimated)

44 days

Mon 5/30/16Thu 7/28/16 24

30

Obtain Permit

1 day

Fri 7/29/16 Fri 7/29/16 29,16,35

Construction

N

D

Half 1, 2017
J F M A M

Bid to Contractors

60 days

Mon 11/2/15Fri 1/22/16 21,4

33

Contract

30 days

Mon 1/25/16Fri 3/4/16

34

Pre-Construction

104 days

Mon 3/7/16 Thu 7/28/16 33

35

Offsite Public Infastructure

46 days

Thu 5/26/16 Thu 7/28/16 25,5

36

Construction (Foundations & Bldg)

468 days

Mon 8/1/16 Tue 5/15/18 34,30,19

37

Occupancy - Parking, Retail & Office

0 days

Thu 2/1/18 Thu 2/1/18

38

Occupancy - Hotel

0 days

Mon 4/2/18 Mon 4/2/18

39

Occupancy - Residential

0 days

Tue 5/15/18 Tue 5/15/18 36FF

Half 2, 2017
J A S O

N

D

Half 1, 2018
J F M A M

32

2/1
4/2
5/15

Task

Project Summary

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

Deadline

Split

External Tasks

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

Progress

Milestone

External Milestone

Manual Task

Start-only

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT

Page 1

PROJECT METRICS
Total Projected Development Cost:
Total Projected Construction Expenditures:
Total Projected Soft Costs:
Total Project Land Costs:

$80,000,000
$50,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000

PROJECT ECONOMICS
Total Gross Revenues:
Net Operating Income (Before Debt Service):
Total Asset Valuation:
Projected Real Estate Tax Revenue:
Projected Accommodation Tax Revenue:
Projected Sales Tax Revenue from Retail:

Approximately $12,000,000
Approximately $5,000,000
Approximately $70,000,000
Approximately $2,000,000
Approximately $200,000
Approximately $130,000

JOB CREATION
Construction:
Office:
Hotel:
Residential:
Retail:

THEC

J

663 days Mon 11/2/15Tue 5/15/18

32

Project: Development Schedule_1
Date: Thu 5/28/15

Half 2, 2016
J A S O

21

29

31

J

Wed 3/2/16 18

22

Permitting

Half 1, 2016
J F M A M

763 days Mon 6/15/15Tue 5/15/18

21

28

D

Thu 3/24/16 15

18

20

N

147 days Wed 9/2/15 Thu 3/24/16

7

17

Half 2, 2015
J A S O

6/1

2

6

J

258 days Mon 6/1/15 Wed 5/25/16

to
to
to
to

$100,000,000
$70,000,000
$18,000,000
$15,000,000

486
95
65
10
16
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND RELATIONS PLAN
COMPANY WIDE
The most important aspect of the process, from inception to delivery and throughout an asset’s life is to
engage and incorporate the community early on, immerse ourselves in the culture and build a relationship
with the neighborhood and city. Many development groups view community and special interest groups as a
hindrance, but as long-term owners and managers, we know that community engagement is not only integral
to a development’s successful design and functionality, but is mutually beneficial in the long run. From the
initial design stages through tenant move-ins and property management, we actively seek input from
community members and municipal services to ensure that our developments are and continue to be assets
to the community.
DEVELOPMENT
Community members, whether it be local businesses, special interest and neighborhood groups or just
concerned citizens, have longstanding and emotional ties with aspects of their community that are
unbeknownst to developers who are unfamiliar with their history and culture. By engaging these groups early
in the process, bringing in local consultants and exercising our extensive experience with City Staff, we do
everything we can to ensure contextually appropriate use, density and design. Our Development team’s
experiences with design committees, historical preservation committees, city mayors and many other
municipal staff have been collaborative rather than combative, as seen from our reference list.

MANAGEMENT
The in-house management team at all Core Spaces projects is always actively involved in the community. Our
management staff is in attendance at neighborhood meetings and visits with our surrounding neighbors often
ensuring a clear line of communication should anything be needed regarding our facility.

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
It can be a daunting task to meet the design objectives of the building program, neighborhood, design review
committees and the general public. Core Spaces works hand in hand with highly acclaimed and experienced
architects and design teams to bring the project together with a collaborative vision from all parties and
stakeholders involved. This collaborative effort has helped shape each of our building’s exteriors, floor plates,
amenities, and overall project experience. Our aim is to bring world-class architecture to the site in a
contextually appropriate way that establishes a new design directive without producing excessively different
aesthetics.
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Physical Details
PROJECT METRICS
TOTAL SQUARE FOOTAGE
Approximately 360,000 square feet

TOTAL NUMBER OF PARKING SPACES REQUIRED:
The proposed developed includes the allotted 200 parking spaces in the underground parking garage. We
would like to discuss additional parking for 200 cars.
PROPOSED TYPES OF USES AND ASSOCIATES SQUARE FOOTAGES
The project will include Retail, Hospitality, Office and Residential usages as well as just less than 10,000 square
feet of public and semi-public outdoor features.
Retail: The project will include approximately 7,300 square feet of retail space at street level along S 5th Ave
and Library Lane.
Office: The project will include approximately 28,000 square feet of office space on the second floor with a
first floor lobby.
Residential: The project will include approximately 250,000 square feet of residential space on the 7th
through 17th floors, composed of around 352 class-A rental units. The units will be of varying size and layout.
Unit sizes consist of micro-lofts, studios, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom and 3 bedroom units. There will also be
space allotted for public, communal amenities, including a fitness center, club room, and business center.
Hotel: The project will include approximately 72,000 square feet of hotel space on the 3rd through 6th floors,
composed of approximately 135 keys with a balanced mix of King-Sized suites, standard King bedrooms and
Double Queen bedrooms. There is also 8,850 square feet of dedicated amenity space for food and
beverage services, a fitness center and a pool. Space is also allocated to offices and back of house services.
Open Space: The total square footage of dedicated public and semi-public space throughout the
development totals approximately 10,000 square feet.
The southwest corner building will be set back from the street to accommodate approximately 3,500 square
feet of public park space.
There is an approximately 4,000 square foot second floor patio and public area as well as a 2,500 square foot
courtyard deck.
Considering around 50% of the usable site is currently taken up by parking ramps, private alley access and
loading, allotting 20% of the usable site for a park may seem counterintuitive. However, Core feels the
pedestrian context of this southwest corner lends itself to becoming a public focal point for the area and
neighborhood. The positioning of the park between two retail spaces will increase usability of the green
space, instances of pedestrian interaction and adherence to a smart urban growth model.

GREEN BUILDING FEATURES
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN INITIATIVES
The goal of “Building Green” is to design an energy efficient, accessible, healthy building that is both
environmentally sensitive and operationally efficient. To achieve this goal, the entire design team reviews the
project requirements and targets specific sustainable design initiatives. These targets are based on several
criteria such as environmental benefits; benefits to the occupants and users; long-term financial payback; and,
initial cost. This is an integrated team process in which the design team and all affected stakeholders work
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together to evaluate the design for cost, quality-of-life, efficiency, overall environmental impact, productivity,
creativity, and how the occupants will be enlivened.
After a thorough review of the site, preliminary program, and previous experience with similar types of project
program, the following green initiatives can contribute to the Green/Sustainable Design & Operation of the
Collective on 5th:

SITE SELECTION
Site selection is a fundamental component of sustainable building practices. This exercise addresses
environmental concerns related to the building landscape, hardscape, and exterior issues. Care should be
taken during construction to minimize site disturbances from construction activities and implement measures
that control erosion and storm water runoff. The selected site should aim to provide alternative transportation
options, including public transportation, alternative fuel vehicles, ride sharing, and bicycles. The site should be
developed to maximize open space and reduce light pollution.
‣ Bicycle storage and changing rooms
‣ Dedicated parking for fuel efficient vehicles
‣ Minimize site disturbance around the building
‣ Provide vegetated open space on the site
‣ Specify a reflective roof
‣ Reduce light pollution to the surrounding site

WATER EFFICIENCY
Responsibility managing water involves efficiencies related to both consumption and waste. To achieve water
efficiency, we plan to incorporate fixtures that reduce water consumption and select appropriate vegetation
that minimizes water used for irrigation.
‣ Install water efficient plumbing fixtures
‣ Specifying native plants or use efficient irrigation techniques
‣ Implement innovative waste water technologies to reduce use of potable water

ENERGY AND ATMOSPHERE
Buildings consume a tremendous amount of energy and reducing energy consumption is critical to
sustainable building practices. This can be addressed in two ways: reducing energy consumption and using
more benign forms of energy.
A high performance building envelope needs to be thoughtfully detailed and designed. The envelope should
not only use increased levels of insulation, but also optimize the use of the insulation by reducing thermal
bridging around the perimeter of the structure. Additionally, installing high performance windows and
continuous insulation under the floor slab will mitigate any potential heat loss. This is important not only to the
energy performance of a building but also for the improved indoor air quality and moisture management of the
building.
A reliable air barrier system is an essential component of the building enclosure. This system ensures air
pressure relationships within the building can be controlled, building HVAC systems can perform as intended,
and the occupants can enjoy quality indoor air and a comfortable environment. Natural daylighting strategies
are employed in all regularly occupied spaces, coupled with energy efficient light fixtures with photo sensors,
to automatically dim lighting levels when natural lighting is available. Occupancy sensors also switch lights off
when spaces are unoccupied to further save on energy costs.

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES
During design, the team will make informed decisions regarding the responsible use of natural resources.
They will integrate materials with high recycled content and those that are locally harvested and
manufactured. Reducing waste generated during construction is a key concept which can have significant cost
benefits to the Owner as well as the environment.
‣ Specify materials with high levels of recycled content
‣ Specify materials that are locally harvested and manufactured
‣ Control waste during construction
THEC
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‣

Use sustainably harvested wood products

INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Improvement to indoor air quality can have a significant effect on the health and well-being of the occupants
and users of the building. Increasing ventilation and outside air and protecting the indoor environment from
contaminants is essential for maintaining a healthy space. Allowing the occupants to have access to individual
controls for temperature and lighting, as well as access to daylight and fresh air, can improve occupant
comfort and productivity.
‣ Increase natural ventilation
‣ Reduce indoor air quality problems that arise during construction
‣ Specify materials that do not emit, or off-gas, harmful chemicals (VOC’s)
‣ Install walk-off mats and air filters to control the introduction of pollutants indoors
‣ Provide lighting and thermal controls for occupant use to increase comfort
‣ Provide a method to monitor the environment and have a system in place to make adjustments
‣ Provide the occupants with access to daylight and views

ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, DESIGNS AND RENDERINGS
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RETAIL

UP

COLLECTIVE ON 5TH

319 S. 5TH AVE

0

20’

0

40’

20'

05/29/15

40'

06.01.2015

80’

1” = 40’-0”

1” = 40’ - 0”

1ST FLOOR

361,322 SF

TOTAL BUILDING AREA =
TOTAL HOTEL AREA =

15,654 SF

TOTAL BUILDING AREAS (17 LEVELS):
GROUND (1ST) =
15,654 SF
OFFICE (2ND) =
28,244 SF
HOTEL LEVELS (3RD - 6TH) =
71,200 SF
RESIDENTIAL (7TH - 17TH) =
246,244 SF

UP FROM UNDERGROUND

GROUND LEVEL TOTAL AREAS:
RESIDENTIAL LOBBY =
2,477 SF
RETAIL =
7,282 SF
HOTEL LOBBY =
3,014 SF
MECH STORAGE =
1,115 SF
COMMON AREA (13.1%) =
1,766 SF

LIBRARY LANE

GROUND
FLOOR PLAN
ANN ARBOR

D1
67,735 SF
35,112 SF
400%
700%
180’
159
200
NONE
474,145 SF
4 MAX STORIES
5’

RESIDENTIAL
ENTRY

DOWN

HOTEL/OFFICE
ENTRY

HOTEL DROP OFF

LOADING

ZONING
ZONING DISTRICT
SITE AREA FOR FAR
SITE BUILDABLE AREA
FAR PERMITTED
FAR USED WITH PREMIUMS
PERMITTED BUILDING HEIGHT
PARKING SPACES REQ.
PARKING SPACES ALLOWED IN GARAGE
REQ. SETBACK
TOTAL BUILDING AREA ALLOWED
STREET WALL
OFFSET ABOVE STREET WALL

SECTION A-A

GARDEN PLAZA

GARDEN WALL

RETAIL

MECH.
STORAGE

80'

©2015 MYEFSKI ARCHITECTS, INC

!
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68' - 0"

57' - 0"

44' - 0"

19' - 0"

DQ

K

K

7,216 SF
8,850 SF
2,934 SF
19,000 SF

15
6
21

HOTEL AREA THIS LEVEL:
HOTEL UNIT USABLE AREA =
HOTEL AMENITY / BOH AREA =
COMMON AREA (15.44%) =
TOTAL FLOOR AREA =

KING BED UNITS =
DOUBLE QUEEN BED UNITS =
TOTAL HOTEL UNITS =

C O R E S PAC E S

TOTAL HOTAL AREA =

28,244 SF

OFFICE TOTAL AREAS FOR 1 LEVEL:
OFFICE USABLE AREA =
25,519 SF
COMMON AREA (13.1%) =
2,725 SF

OFFICE FLOORS = LEVEL 2

61' - 6"

254' - 0"

TOILETS

K

44' - 0"

WXYZ

K

192' - 6"

REMIX

STORAGE

K

K

RECHARGE

K

56' - 1"

COURTYARD /
PUBLIC DECK

K

K

T

T

DQ

CLEAN

44' - 0"

DQ

POOL STOR.

COLLECTIVE ON 5TH

OFFICES

K

PATIO / PUBLIC PARK

TACTIC

STAIR TO GRADE

STORAGE

HOTEL FLOORS = LEVEL 3

57' - 0"

SPLASH

DQ

DQ

K

K

K

K

K

DQ

82' - 4"

61' - 4"

22' - 4"

K

K

K

K

K

K

K

K

24
15
39

KING BED UNITS =
DOUBLE QUEEN BED UNITS =
TOTAL HOTEL UNITS =

UPPER LEVEL PLANS

13,817 SF
677 SF
2,906 SF
17,400 SF

HOTEL AREA THIS LEVEL:
HOTEL UNIT USABLE AREA =
HOTEL AMENITY / BOH AREA =
COMMON AREA (16.28%) =
TOTAL FLOOR AREA =

HOTEL FLOORS = LEVELS 4 - 6

K

K

K

22,384 SF

TOTAL FLOOR AREA =

K

K

DQ

0

25’

50’

06.01.2015

100’

1” = 50’-0”

84
52
136 UNITS

48,667 SF
10,881 SF
11,652 SF

DQ

K

K

K

K

K

71,200 SF

DQ

DQ

DQ

DQ

S

DQ

TOTAL HOTEL UNITS:
KING BED UNITS =
DOUBLE QUEEN BED UNITS =
TOTAL HOTEL UNITS =

K

TOTAL HOTAL AREA =

HOTEL TOTAL AREAS FOR 4 LEVELS:
HOTEL UNIT USABLE AREA =
AMENITY / BOH AREA =
COMMON AREA (13.1%) =

DQ
DQ

K

X FRAME SHEAR WALL

DQ

R

DQ

K

K

DQ

DQ

K

208 UNITS

246,224 SF
TOTAL UNITS (1000 SF PER UNIT) =

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL AREA =

DQ

54' - 0"

209,414 SF
1,500 SF
35,310 SF

51' - 1"

RESIDENTIAL DECKS

RESIDENTIAL TOTAL AREAS FOR 11 LEVELS:
RESIDENTIAL USABLE AREA =
AMENITY SPACE =
COMMON AREA (14.3%) =

DQ

K

19 UNITS

19,174 SF
3,210 SF

UNITS (1000 SF PER UNIT) =

242' - 9"

54' - 0"

RESIDENTIAL AREAS PER FLOOR:
RESIDENTIAL USABLE AREA =
COMMON AREA (14.3%) =

RESIDENTIAL FLOORS = LEVELS 7 - 17

42' - 8"
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Development Team Qualifications
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
LEGAL NAME
CORE SPACES LLC
2234 W. North Ave.
Chicago, IL 60647
Ph. 773.228.6484

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

CORE SPACES HOLDINGS
Investment + Asset Management
Asset Management
Acquisitions and Development Sourcing
Debt and Equity Structuring
Core Campus Holdings LLC is a
combined entity of Core Campus LLC
and DRW Holdings LLC. All equity is
100% in-house

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

CORE SPACES MANAGEMENT
Operations Management
Marketing Strategy
Leasing
Accounting Services
Human Resources
Staff Training
Preventative Maintenance
Technology Services
Dining Services

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

CORE SPACES DEVELOPMENT
Asset Underwriting + Financial Analysis
Project Budgeting + Cost Projections
Market Research + Analysis
Development Strategy
Entitlement Process
Architect/Engineer Management
Design Development
Interior Design + Finish Selections
Project Scheduling + Budgeting
Construction Management + Turnover

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

CORE SPACES COMMERICAL
‣
‣

Office
Retail

CORE SPACES HOSPITALITY
‣
‣

Hotel
Restaurant

CORE SPACES RESIDENTIAL
‣
‣
‣

Apartment & Townhome
Mixed Use Residential
Core Campus Student Housing

PRINCIPALS
Marc Lifshin, Managing Partner of Core Spaces, is heavily involved in all aspects of the development
process: potential market and asset identification, underwriting and feasibility analysis, negotiations and
acquisition, design and development, through the construction management and product delivery. Mr. Lifshin's
business acumen equips Core Spaces with a fundamental aptitude for conducting contract negotiations and
developing investment strategies, but it is his analytical and technical background that provides integral
insights into the mechanics of successfully developing and delivering Class-A, institutional-grade assets. While
Mr. Lifshin stays current with the ever-changing market trends and steers company objectives on a macro
level, he maintains an intimate and comprehensive knowledge of every project on an individual, micro level.
Mr. Lifshin's experience with commercial and mixed-use developments across multiple geographic areas has
required collaborative efforts with various local governments, neighborhoods and interest groups. This has led
to proficiencies in the use of Planned Urban Developments (PUDs), Tax Incremental Financing (TIF)
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assignments, Long Term Tax Abatements, planning and zoning as well as the coordinated acquisition and
assemblage of multiple parcels. Technical prowess aside, it is his passion and expertise that ensures Core
Space’s assets have been and will continue to be the most innovative and of the highest quality in the field,
while maximizing value to every stakeholder, customer, market and municipality a Core Spaces product enters.
Brian Neiswender, Managing Partner of Core Spaces, has duties ranging from due diligence to construction
to ensure the final product meets Core Spaces' unique vision. In addition,
Mr. Neiswender handles project financing and investor reporting post construction.
Prior to Core Spaces, Mr. Neiswender was a founding member of a national real estate company that acquired
and developed more than 3,500 apartment rental units. In addition, he managed both new and renovation
construction for the firm.
David B. Nelson is Senior Portfolio Manager at DRW Holdings, a proprietary trading firm and equity partner
of Core Spaces. Mr. Nelson heads the Global Opportunities Group. This entity was created to utilize Mr.
Nelson's fundamental skill set in order to evaluate and execute on investments across a global market. In
2009, Mr. Nelson founded and heads DRW Real Estate Investments LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of DRW
Holdings which is the holding company for all real estate investments. Mr. Nelson also runs the Tactical trading
book which looks for opportunities in the liquid trading arena including bonds, equities and options.
Since founding DRW Real Estate, Mr. Nelson has acquired 40 properties and sold 5 utilizing $210 million of
proprietary capital. Prior to joining DRW, Mr. Nelson was a founder of Pentwater Capital, a hedge fund with $1.3
billion of capital where he ran all credit investment strategies. Mr. Nelson has been in the hedge fund and
portfolio management industry since 1998. Prior to hedge fund investing, he was a Principal at two Private
Equity firms managing over $1.5 billion in equity.

HISTORY OF FIRM
Core Spaces was founded by Marc and Brian who were partners in a development company that exited their
portfolio to a REIT. Since then, they have directly developed over 2.875 Million square feet of class-A mixeduse assets. While our initial core competency was based on high-end student centric housing under the
name Core Campus, the high densities and prime urban locations of Core projects have lent themselves to a
focused emphasis on expanded real estate ventures such as multi-family, hospitality, office and other
commercial uses. Integrating complementary real estate classes into projects in a strategic and coordinated
manner activates the site, promotes density and enhances desirability for end users, ultimately improving
asset performance within the community. This led to the evolution of what is now Core Spaces.
Marc is also a partner of the Chicago-based firm LG Construction + Development, which develops and
constructs top tier multi-family and commercial properties throughout the Chicagoland area

KEY PROFESSIONALS ASSIGNED (TEAM STRUCTURE)
DEVELOPMENT
Ben Angelo, Partner and Senior Vice President of Development, is responsible for the leadership and
overall financial success of new real estate developments with an emphasis on the acquisition, predevelopment due diligence, investment analysis, and pro forma underwriting.
Mr. Angelo has an extensive background in real estate development, finance and investment with prior
experience at Jones Lang LaSalle and McCaffery Interests.
Mr. Angelo earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Construction Management from Purdue University and a
Masters in Business Administration degree in Real Estate Finance from DePaul University
Eric Grimm, Partner and Senior Vice President of Development, is primarily responsible for Core Spaces
overall coordination of design development and construction management of new projects.
Mr. Grimm brings extensive experience in architecture, construction and development management with prior
experience at Evans Construction and Teng & Associates. Mr. Grimm graduated from the University of Illinois
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with a Bachelor of Science in Architectural Studies, Masters in Science in Civil Engineering and Masters of
Architecture.
Barry Howard, Partner and CFO, manages project financials during construction - overseeing the contracts,
orders, invoicing, and draw disbursements.
Barry started in management consulting at Accenture, and has brought his operational skills to the
construction industry. He has created a portfolio of tools to divide roles and responsibilities and track and
manage project budgets during construction.
Mr. Howard is a graduate of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign with a Bachelor of Science in
Engineering. Mr. Howard further received a Master in Business Administration in Entrepreneurial and Real
Estate Management from Northwestern University
Mitch Dalton, Associate Development Manager, is responsible for all aspects of the day to day
management of the project with intimate involvement in the pre-development due diligence, design and
construction to ensure the projects successes. In addition to the Development Manager’s duties, he performs
new market analysis and strategic initiatives.
Mr. Dalton graduated from DePaul University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Economics and Real Estate
Finance, as well as a M.B.A. in Real Estate Finance and Investment.
Evans Spileos, Owner’s Representative and Construction Manager, has over 30 years of experience
functioning of the Chief of Operations Officer of three major national construction firms; Morse/Diesel (Amec of
America), Schal Associates (Bovis) and Tishman Construction. Mr. Spileos now heads up his own firm, Evans
Construction and Consulting. The company is made up of 18 highly skilled and specialized construction
professionals all of whom have worked together for over the past 11 years.
Mr. Spileos brings a discerning eye to the pre-development, pre-construction and construction phases of the
project. Evans Consulting provides top level executive “hands-on” leadership starting at the pre-construction
phase of a project where they provide a strong emphasis on budget estimating, value analysis of major
building systems, schedule, and pre-planning for the program. Evans continues the “hands-on” involvement in
the project working directly with the Development Manager and GC to avoid cost overruns and ensure the
project is delivered on schedule.
Tom Harrington, Director of Acquisitions, is responsible for site identification and controls the acquisition
process for Core Spaces. Mr. Harrington is also involved in market analysis, due diligence process and
entitlement.
Mr. Harrington's experience encompasses all aspects of commercial real estate including sales, leasing,
property management, and development. He has been personally involved in over $300 million in sales and
leasing activities and over $300 million in development projects involving land, office, residential subdivisions,
retail, build-to-suits, multi-family and student housing Mr. Harrington has served as CEO of The Devonshire
Group, comprised of 265 employees and 600 independent real estate agents, with annual revenues in
excess of $30 million.

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT, MARKETING & LEASING
Benjamin F. Modleski, Partner and COO of Core Spaces, is responsible for the company's overall
business operations, strategic planning and new business development. Mr. Modleski has worked with both
commercial, conventional multifamily, student housing and mixed-use properties.
Mr. Modleski seeks to create a living and learning environment with a focus on providing a well-balanced
lifestyle for residents and tenants. Prior to joining Core Spaces, Mr. Modleski oversaw a national portfolio of
nearly 3,500 units in 12 markets spread across 9 states. Mr. Modleski has also held management positions
with several large property management companies. He has extensive experience in property acquisitions,
major capital projects and renovations, new development, dining services, residential life services, financial
analysis, human resources, and information systems. Mr. Modleski is a graduate of The Pennsylvania State
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University with a Bachelor of Science in Management and a focus in economics. He further received a Master
in Business Administration in Technology Management from The University of Phoenix
Scott Stager, Senior Vice President of Property Management, is responsible for overseeing the day-today operations and financial reporting. Additionally, Mr. Stager assists in the due diligence processes with new
potential developments.
Mr. Stager has nearly a decade of experience exclusively in property management and operations. Prior to
joining Core Spaces, Mr. Stager held management positions with several large national property management
companies. He has extensive experience in site accounting, management and training, operational budgeting,
due diligence, and financial analysis and modeling.
Mr. Stager is a graduate of The University of Texas at Austin with a Bachelor of Science in Corporate
Communications. He further received a Master in Business Administration in Finance from St. Edward's
University.
Dale Callison, Vice President of Operations, oversee the daily operations of the portfolio with a focus on
facilities management and overall portfolio management. Mr. Callison has over a decade of property
management experience in on-site management, large portfolio operations, capital project management,
turnover processing and facility operations.
Mr. Callison is a graduate of The University of Texas at Austin with a Bachelor degree in Economics.
Scott Sproat, Director of Marketing, is responsible for marketing strategy, product marketing, customer
acquisition, retention marketing, and marketing analytics. Mr. Sproat has over 13 years of experience in
developing marketing campaigns, event planning and brand launches within multiple industries including
multi-family apartments, commercial real estate, and automobile sales.
Mr. Sproat is a graduate of Texas Tech University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Public Relations and
Marketing.
Property Management
General Manager: Oversees all aspects of the property, including but not limited to leasing, marketing,
accounting, fiscal health, maintenance and Tenant satisfaction.
Assistant Manager: Responsible for all accounting aspects at the property, including rent collections and
accounts payable. Also assists in the administrative and managerial work that involves coordinating and
supervising a property.
Leasing Manager: Oversees leasing staff and implements the leasing and marketing plan to ensure
maximum occupancy (assists with development of marketing plan, trains and monitors leasing agents on
leasing and marketing responsibilities, produces weekly marketing reports).
Leasing Agents: Assists with implementing the leasing and marketing plan (specifically generating traffic,
conducting prospect tours and follow up, maintaining show rooms, assist in developing resident retention
and participating in marketing events and efforts.
Concierge: Assist in the welcoming and orientation of residents, providing information on local services
and businesses, ensure that proper procedures are adhered to in the issuance of mail and packages,
assists guests in contacting the resident they are visiting and ensuring their compliance with procedures
regarding visitors.
Maintenance Supervisor: Responsible for overseeing the activities of staff and vendors to ensure the
maintenance of the property, facilities and equipment. (ensuring all work orders and maintenance
programs are completed in a timely manner, assisting management in developing and implementing staff,
maintaining appropriate records and documentation according to state and federal laws, responsible for
solicitation of vendor bids, as well as coordination and management of turnover)
Assistant Maintenance Supervisor: Assists in the maintenance and repair of buildings, as well as,
maintains the grounds of the property.
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Security: Ensure tenants and assets are protected, enforcing tenant behavioral rules and regulations,
submit daily reports with pictures and copies of lease violations written.
Porter: Maintains the grounds of the property.

ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING
Myefski Architects is motivated by the catalyst that innovative architecture with a purpose can pervade the
structures we inhabit to transform our attitudes and shape our relationships. From initial inspiration to final
implementation, Myefski architects are passionate about telling a story with their work. This means developing
spaces that are multi-faceted, yet inherently simple; architecture that is highly functional, environmentally
sensitive, aesthetically pleasing, and meaningful to its occupants. Founded by John W. Myefski in 1994, the
firm’s focus has evolved over its 21-year history to embrace the needs of a myriad of clients. The firm’s
technical prowess and design savvy with architecture, urban planning, and interiors draws on John’s 29 years
of experience. Under the Myefski Team is a full panel of engineers and technical consultants. Myefski will
bring with them an expert team of structural engineer, mechanical and plumbing engineer, electrical engineer
and technical consultants for services such as landscaping, elevators and ADA compliance.
John Myefski, AIA, Principal + President at Myefski Architects, leads his knowledgeable design
professionals located in the firm’s Illinois and Michigan offices. Mr. Myefski oversees the visioning, design
concept, and phase progression of all projects. With 29 years of experience, Mr. Myefski is well-versed in
mixed-use developments featuring hotel, retail, office, and residential uses. Before creating his own firm,
Mr. Myefski gained his architectural experience at highly respected firms such as Murphy/Jahn, Albert
Kahn, and Hobbs+Black. Mr. Myefski, a graduate of the University of Michigan’s Taubman College of
Architecture and Urban Planning, is a licensed architect registered with the State of Michigan.
Brian Wager, AIA, Associate Architect, has a primary role of design team leader. With his strong work
ethic, comprehensive thought, and self-motivation, Brian helps motivate others. Utilizing a prowess for
building and construction detailing, Brian efficiently coordinates and manages all aspects of the design
and construction process. It is his priority to go above and beyond the typical standards in order to
generate exceptional design.
Timothy Kirkby, AIA, Senior Project Manager, has the primary responsibility of design lead. In addition to
generating design concepts based on client interaction and consultant coordination, he ensures the
refinement of design solutions continues to meet the overall project objectives. Timothy leverages his
expertise in multimedia design and presentation tools in order to successfully manage client relationships.
His expertise in design software, such as three-dimensional renderings and sophisticated video
walkthroughs, helps to bring design visions to life.
Matthew Carlton, Architectural Coordinator, works to successfully manage and execute all phases of the
project from field measuring a conceptual design through construction. Matt utilizes his skills in both the
theoretical and technical aspects of architectural design to execute his work. Matt is responsible for
preparing field measured, schematic design, and design development drawings, as well as construction
documents.
Engineering & Specialty Building Consultants – Core engages a multitude of specialty consultants and
engineers to ensure not only that programmatic objectives are adequately met, but that the entire design
and construction process runs smoothly in conjunction with local codes and regulations. Specific
consultants we engage for each project are as follows:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing/Fire:
Civil Engineer:
Landscape Architect:
Accessibility Consultant:
Green Building/LEED Consultant:
Window Wall/Exterior Wall Consultant:
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Pool Consultant:
Utility Consultant:

Bill Robertson Pool
Midwestern Consulting

DESIGN & BRANDING
Studio K is an internationally recognized, multidisciplinary creative house in Chicago’s West Loop. Studio K’s
relentless passion for design has fostered longstanding relationships with high profile clients including Sterling
Bay, Ryan Companies, Lincoln Property Company, BOKA Restaurant Group, Chicago Cubs and Levy
Restaurant Group.
Studio K’s creative contribution to the Core Campus projects has redefined the residential experience with
refined layouts and finishes, exceptional amenities, and design features customized for each location.
Karen Herold, Principal of Studio K, is known for her ability to create exciting partnerships with her
clients, enabling her to impart direction on all aspects of the creative process. Studio K’s creations are
both timeless and eclectic; never trend-driven. Karen is recognized as an invaluable resource for her
ability to solve operational challenges while creating unique spaces that intrigue the end customer and
invite them to return. Some of her most widely publicized accomplishments include Girl & the Goat, The
Betty, GT Fish & Oyster and Embeya, winner of the Jean Banchet Award for Best Restaurant Design.
Kayce Carter, Senior Designer, has worked with Karen for five years and leads the Studio K commercial
design team. Kayce has spearheaded Studio K’s design effort for Core Campus’ successful high end
student housing projects. Involved in all aspects of the design, Kayce plays an integral role in the unique
aesthetic of each property. Kayce’s attention to detail and diligent oversight provide an invaluable
resource to Core Campus at every stage of the process, from initial concept to final coordination.
MKG is an experiential marketing, social media & branding agency that leverages human connection to impact
consumers and influencers in smart, meaningful ways. With offices in New York, Los Angeles and Chicago,
MKG is an independent, award-winning agency comprised of creative trailblazers that partner with some of the
world's premier brands including Delta Air Lines, Audi, Heineken and NBC Universal.
Maneesh K. Goyal, President
Chris Dowling, Creative Director

HOTEL
First Hospitality Group is comprised of a forward-thinking team of experts with a long track record of success
in third-party hotel management, acquisition, development and receivership. Their talented professionals are
passionate about creating positive growth and profitability. FHG is a national hotel management company
providing management, acquisitions development and receivership services focused in hotel operations in
Chicago and the surrounding Midwest areas. Founded in 1984, our award-winning firm has become the
proven leader among hotel management companies for hotel sales and marketing.
Robert J. Habeeb, CHA, President and CEO, is a seasoned professional with over 25 years of high profile,
multiunit experience in hotel, resort and food and beverage management. Prior to joining FHG in 1997 he
was the COO of the U. S. resort subsidiary of London’s Rank Group, PLC (owners of the Hard Rock Café’s)
where he was responsible for a multifaceted portfolio of hotel, restaurant and leisure businesses. Over his
career, he has successfully operated hospitality businesses in virtually every aspect of the industry
including luxury, select service, resort hotels, restaurants and golf and ski operations in every setting
imaginable.
Daniel R. Smith, CHA, Senior Vice President, Management Services, acts as a direct liaison between the
ownership groups of FHG's managed properties, FHG’s executive team, and the property management,
focusing on Asset Management and Performance. Mr. Smith has over 25 years of Hospitality experience
holding property leadership positions with many hotels. He has served as General Manager, Regional
Director of Operations, and Managing Director prior to moving into FHG’s home office. He has worked
with Hilton, Marriott and Intercontinental Hotel Group brands.
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OFFICE & RETAIL
Core Spaces intends to engage CBRE for the office and retail leasing.

EXPERIENCE
NATIONAL
As stated above, the Core Spaces team has extensive experience in all facets of the real estate industry,
specifically mixed-use, class-A developments in dense, urban settings. From furniture design to multi-national
hospitality, and everything in between, we built our company and our team around people with passion and
professionalism for what they do. And though our experience spans from coast to coast, we all call the
Midwest home and actively seek any chance to develop and make a difference in our own backyard.

IN-HOUSE CAPABILITIES
Core Spaces, LLC is a full service real estate company specializing in acquisition, development, and inhouse management. Development and Management work together very early on in the process to
ensure Core’s real estate assets are tailored to the needs of the market.
EQUITY
Core Spaces has never partnered with an outside firm for an injection of equity. We handle 100% of the
equity in house within the partners in the group
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
The Development team handles every aspect of the process, from site selection and entitlements through
design development and construction management. They work hand-in hand with every trade, vendor
and consultant to ensure every detail is worked through and the process runs smoothly. Each team
member has extensive knowledge and background in construction management, real estate finance and
design capabilities, allowing them to oversee multiple facets of the process.
MANAGEMENT
By gaining an intimate knowledge of each market it enters, Core’s Management team is able to implement
strategic leasing plans with the ability to quickly adapt to the ever-changing environments in the market.
Their extensive experience in marketing, lease-up and promotions, neighborhood outreach and property
management allows them to develop comprehensive management plans in conjunction with city staff and
other local stakeholders during the development process.

SUBCONTRACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Core Spaces has developed many long-standing relationships with local and national contractors as it has
developed its portfolio of projects around the country. Core has utilized the same General Contractor for
multiple projects in the Southwest, and is also ramping up on a second project in Madison, Wisconsin with the
general contractor that is completing Core’s first project in Madison. In addition to general contracting
relationships, Core has developed relationships with several subcontractors that travel the country performing
cost effective and efficient work on Core projects. Just a handful of these trades that have become Core’s
preferred subs around the country are plumbing, enclosure systems, tile, vinyl, carpet, appliances, and
cabinets.
Ann Arbor will be a new market for Core Spaces, so there are not currently any long-standing local contractual
relationships at the general or subcontractor level. Having said that, Core always evaluates benefits of
working with the local community in addition to utilizing contractors that have a proven track record on Core
projects. Often times the most effective mix of contractors is a healthy mix of local and national players. The
same can be said for material and specialty vendors.
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PROJECTS OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS

Tempe, AZ
Asset Type:
Stories:
Retail:
Units:
Gross ft2:
Contact:
Completed:

Mixed-Use High-rise
21
21,482 ft2
269 Residential Units
410,416 ft2
Eric Grimm
2013

Loews Chicago Hotel
455 N Park Drive, Chicago, IL
Asset Type: Multi-Family, Hotel & Retail
Stories:
50
Hotel:
400 keys, Restaurant + Ballroom
Units:
398 Residential Units
1,000,000 ft2
Gross ft2:
Contact:
David Nelson
Completed: 2013

Tucson, AZ
Asset Type:
Stories:
Retail:
Units:
Gross ft2:
Contact:
Completed:

THEC

Mixed-Use High-rise
12
7,021 ft2
164 Residential Units
325,716 ft2
Chad Matesi
2014
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Columbia, SC
Asset Type:
Stories:
Retail:
Office:
Joint-Use:
Units:
Gross ft2:
Contact:
Completed:

Mixed-Use High-rise Renovation
21
4,087 ft2
24,095 ft2
(w/ City & Marriott) Garage, Lobby
265 Residential Units
506,000 ft2
Ben Angelo
2014

Oxford, MS
Asset Type:
Units:
Gross ft2:
Contact:
Completed:

Residential Complex
162 Residential Units
212,000 Gross sqft
Ben Angelo
2013

Madison, WI
Asset Type:
Stories:
Retail:
Units:
Gross ft2:
Contact:
Completed:

THEC

Mixed-Use High-rise
12
24,404 ft2
313 Residential Units
549,247 ft2
Eric Grimm
2015
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Eugene, OR
Asset Type:
Stories:
Retail:
Units:
Gross ft2:
Contact:
Completed:

Mixed-Use High-rise
12
3,000 ft2
183 Residential Units
264,506 ft2
Chad Matesi
2015

The Ronsley
676 N Kingsbury St, Chicago, IL
Asset Type: Residential Lofts
Stories:
7
Units:
41 Large Format Residential Codos
150,000 ft2
Gross ft2:
Contact:
Marc Lifshin
Completed: 2015

!

Chicago, IL
Asset Type:
Retail:
Restaurant:
Contact:
Completed:

Luxury Retail/Adaptive Reuse
23,000 ft2
36,000 ft2
David Nelson
2014

!
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10 E Delaware
Asset Type:
Stories:
Gross ft2:
Contact:
Completed:

Multi-Family
35
525,000 ft2
Eric Grimm
2009

!

Silver Tower
303 W Ohio Street, Chicago, IL
Asset Type: Multi-Family
Stories:
38
Gross ft2:
600,000 ft2
Contact:
Eric Grimm
Completed: 2009

!

The Shoreham
400 E South Water Street, Chicago, IL
Asset Type: Multi-Family & Retail
Stories:
52
Units:
548 Residential Units
683,000 ft2
Gross ft2:
Contact:
Chad Matesi
Completed: 2005

!
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Pittsburg, PA
2404 Railroad St, Pittsburgh, PA
Asset Type: Mutli-family Residential
Units:
96 Residential Units
Gross ft2:
110,000 ft2
Contact:
Ben Angelo
Completed: 2012

The Morgan
1209 W Arthur Ave, Chicago, IL
Asset Type: Mixed-Use Residential
Retail:
33,000 ft2
Units:
152 Residential Units
2
192,000 ft2
Gross ft :
Contact:
Ben Angelo
Completed: 2013

JW Marriot
151 W Adams Street, Chicago, IL
Asset Type: Hotel
Hotel:
610 Keys
Contact:
Eric Grimm
Completed: 2010

!
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Hillshire Brands
400 S Jefferson, Chicago, IL
Asset Type: Office
Retail:
233,000 ft2 Core and Shell
Contact:
Chad Matesi
Completed: 2013

LinkedIn
2029 Stierlin Ct, Mountain View, CA
Asset Type: Office
Gross ft2:
70,000 ft2
Contact:
Chad Matesi
Completed: 2013

!

TOTAL SQUARE FEET OF URBAN PROJECTS DEVELOPED OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS
Core Spaces has developed over 6.5 Million square feet of urban mixed-use developments over the last 10 years.
Almost 2.3 million square feet of these developments have been acquired, designed, entitled, developed and
brought to market by the Core development team in just the last 2 to 3 years, with an additional 2.4 million square
feet currently under construction or in the development process.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Financials available upon request. Please refer to the Letter of Interest from Core’s lender, enclosed on the next
page.

LITIGATION, ADMINISTRATIVE OR REGULATORY PROCEEDINGS PENDING AND WITHIN THE
LAST 5 YEARS WHERE THE FIRM OR ANY OF THE PROFESSIONAL TEAM WERE NAMED A PARTY
Brian Neiswender, Benjamin Modelski, Ben Angelo, and Scott Stager were named in a suit now pending the
United States District Court for the District of South Carolina. The suit is styled Tinian Systems, LLC v. Core
Campus Columbia, LLC, et al., (No 3:15-cv-01102-JFA (D.S.C.)). The plaintiff is a specialty subcontractor that
was terminated for cause and replaced when it could not perform.
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Development Process
PROJECT SCOPE
As Owner and Operator, Core Spaces will acquire, design, develop and manage the proposed 360,000 square
foot Mixed-Use Property. This 17 story high-rise development will include retail, office, hotel and rental apartments
as further described in other sections of this response.

DESIGN INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAMMING
The design team begins by working to brainstorm programmatic issues and define the specific design
challenges. This interactive process involves as many people or community groups as defined to grasp the
entire concept.
The design team establishes and prioritizes project goals, establishes agreement on construction costs, sets
project schedules, and defines, in detail, programmatic needs. This process is described in greater detail in
the ‘Developer’s approach to engage with City and Community’ section.

PRE-DESIGN
Using the insights and information gathered in Programming, the design team develops Schematic Drawings
that graphically implement the program into plan layouts. Several preliminary layouts are presented and
discussed.
In Design Development, the design team develops the building design, including the structural and MEP
systems per the layout agreed to. This phase also involves the development of drawings and specifications
that show in graphic and quantitative form the extent, design, relationships, and dimensions of the work to be
performed. Paint, flooring, tile, and fixture selections are included.
All manners of communication are used to present design ideas. Hand sketches and models still find their way
into study methods, and presentations as well as computer sketches and renderings. Our designers use the
tool which will help the stakeholders best understand the project.

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
During this step, a detailed set of drawings with specifications will be produced to enable competitive bidding,
permitting, and a smooth construction phase. The design team prepares final Construction Documents
(working drawings and specifications) which set forth the construction requirements for the project. These
documents typically coordinate architectural components with any consulting engineer’s drawings.

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION
Achieving a successful project requires a successful process. Establishing a clear workflow is the cornerstone
of efficient construction phase operations. It is the role of the design team leader to review stakeholder
expectations and provide a plan for managing the construction phase. The design team successfully builds
consensus amongst the construction team by alerting them to identified challenges, educating them on
approaches to the solving these challenges, and alerting them to the key ‘make or break’ points of
construction.

DEVELOPER’S APPROACH TO ENGAGE WITH CITY AND COMMUNITY
Our team is experienced with employing collaborative techniques to engage clients, stakeholders, neighbors, and
end users in the development process. Routinely, our projects include highly participatory planning and design
workshops. Clients, communities, and consultants are each essential partners to the dialogue.
The approach here begins with working with the City of Ann Arbor to brainstorm programmatic issues and define
the specific design challenges. Next, our design team establishes and prioritizes project goals, establishes
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agreement on construction costs, sets project schedules, and defines, in detail, programmatic needs. This
includes community forums focused on showcasing the design evolution of the project and listening to community
responses. The forums will be carefully scoped to allow for a balance of conversation, questions, and feedback.
These meetings create an understanding core project challenges among the stakeholders. Further, the meetings
develop straightforward goals by which a linear design process can be maintained. This interaction helps to
create understanding and transparency of the responsibilities, concerns, and objectives that each participant can
add to the design process.
Step 1

‣

Brainstorm vision
and goals

‣

Define goals

‣

Review list of
rooms

‣

Confirm spatial
relationships

Step 2

‣

Create options
for site, building
and systems

Step 3

Step 4

‣

Develop Schematic

Step 5

‣

Confirm vision and
goals

‣ Review conceptual
study models

‣

Confirm design
direction

‣ Select design direction
for site, floor plan,
systems + building form

‣

Develop measures of
success

‣ Review building
concept diagrams

KNOWLEDGE AND INVOLVEMENT WITH/OF LOCAL CONSTRUCTION TRADES AND
MBE AND WBE
Core Spaces’ Development Team has worked in urban and rural markets around the country. Despite this
extensive knowledge and network of development and construction, we always engage local professionals to aid
in market analysis, evaluate the current workload, project feasibility, and market trends. We always pursue local
general contractors and many local trades to capitalize on their intimate knowledge of the market and industry
regulations. Many of the subcontractors that have worked on successfully completing one of Core’s many
projects around the country have been MBE or WBE.

DEGREE OF TRANSPARENCY (I.E. OPEN BOOK)
This RFP has set a precedent for this project to be transparent between Core and the city, as we had previously
envisioned. Core Spaces has successfully developed a wide variety projects from the Southwest, to the Pacific
Northwest to the Midwest. One constant in all of these projects is our desire and ability to work side-by-side with
each municipality we develop in to create a successful development that benefits community in which it resides
in. We often find significant value in the feedback we get from local officials, staff, neighborhoods and potential
end-users. Having said that, Core Space does conduct their business with a level of transparency that we believe
that the City of Ann Arbor would find engaging and refreshing. Core Spaces would like to be the conduit to make
the development that the City of Ann Arbor has envisioned become a reality.

OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPER’S RESOURCES AND PROCESS APPROACH
Core Spaces Development Project Managers work directly with the selected General Contractor for each project
to ensure scheduling of all building aspects are being completed as scheduled and on budget. They also
facilitate the timely answer of questions and clarifications for an efficient building process. Development
Managers work hand in hand with architects, interior designers, as well as an elite group of mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing engineers to ensure all building systems are designed and installed correctly. We employ any
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needed specialists for each property we build including but not limited to: low voltage / internet, elevator, and
audio controls consultants along with any other select specialists needed to assist us in providing the premium
quality and support necessary when building a top tier property. With a continued focus on resort-style, worldclass amenities Core Spaces makes sure to always keep in mind the desire for a well-balanced lifestyle for our
residents. These amenities include everything from state-of-the-art fitness centers, saunas, or resort style pools to
lesser thought about items such as well-lit parking garages, staffed concierge desks, courtesy patrol officers, and
other personal safety features. These design details along with access control doors, video surveillance systems,
quiet study areas, and professionally managed on-site offices allow our tenant’s to rest easy when staying at a
Core Spaces property.
Core Spaces also is a full service property management company, highly capable in all areas of management
including: budgeting, maintenance, accounting, marketing and leasing as well as many other aspects.
Having an in-house development and management team allows Core Spaces to design the property
management plan into the building. The coordination within Core Spaces starts early in the planning process long
before construction begins. From the development of the unit mix, overall amenity offering, security access door/
video surveillance schematics, to the location of storage areas and maintenance shops the teams work hand in
hand to ensure the operating feasibility of the overall project. This double layered approach ensures when the
doors open the systems work hand in hand with Core Spaces’ operating approach and will provide the tenants
with the living experience they have come to expect from all Core Spaces projects. Our management success
continues with staffing at the site level to build a brand through highly targeted marketing resulting in a strong
lease up during construction. As a development nears completion, local staff works on punch list items and lead
the push to bring the job to a positive close. All the above help ensure a seamless transition from construction to
operations.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (CM) CAPABILITIES (INTERNAL / EXTERNAL)
Core Spaces oversees and manages all developments internally with highly skilled and qualified Development
Managers (DM) assigned to each project. The responsibility of the Development Manager is to manage the
process and details beginning at the conceptual design phase through construction and certificate of occupancy.
The Development Manager takes a hands on approach and is actively involved in all design and construction
decisions. On the design side, the DM will ensure the design fits within the context of the specific market and
meets all of the objectives of Core and the City. On the construction side, the DM will work closely Core’s
Owner’s Representative and a qualified General Contractor to establish a budget, execute the GC and
Subcontractor contracts, and ensure the projects is built on time and on budget. The assigned DM will have
senior level experience in budgeting, scheduling, contract negotiations and overall risk management.
Core Spaces also employs Evans Consulting as its Owner’s Representative during the pre-construction and
construction phase of the development. Evans Consulting provides top level executive “hands-on” leadership
starting at the pre-construction phase of a project where they provide a strong emphasis on budget estimating,
value analysis of major building systems, schedule, and pre-planning for the program. Evans continues the
“hands-on” involvement in the project working directly with the DM and GC to avoid cost overruns and ensure the
project is delivered on schedule.

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE OF CONTROLLING DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
Core Spaces will be the controlling member of this entity.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER FIRMS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT
As seen from our team description above, Core has long-lasting relationships with all of our consultants and team
members with a myriad of projects and experience under our collective belt. We work together closely every day,
keeping constant daily communication and collaboration.

SPECIFIC PROJECTS SIMILAR TO THIS OPPORTUNITY
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Please reference the experience listed above. However, we’d like to reiterate the successes we experience in
the development in Columbia, SC as it pertains to partnering with the city, joint-uses with other entities, economic
impact and overall benefit to the surrounding neighborhood and community in general.

PERCENT BUSINESS DEDICATED TO URBAN DEVELOPMENT
As previously stated, the Core strategy is to target urban infill sites located at the corners of “Main and Main
Street” and integrate complementary uses. As of now, all but one of our projects is considered a high-rise in a
downtown area. The only non-high rise development was still in a densely populated residential setting within the
proper city limits. Still, discounting that project, 95-98% of our business has been and will continue to be urban
development.

UP TO FIVE (5) REFERENCES FOR SIMILAR PROJECT
STEPHEN K. BENJAMIN

Mayor, City of Columbia, South Carolina
1737 Main Street, Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 413-5052
stephenkbenjamin@gmail.com
*See attached letter on the next page

CHRIS ANARADIAN

Director of Development Services: Queen Creek, AZ (Currently)
Community Development Director, Development Services Director: Tempe, AZ (Previously)
22358 S. Ellsworth Road, Queen Creek, AZ 85142
(480) 532-8982
chris@anaradian.com

OSCIE BROWN

General Manager Communication Services, SCANA (Regional Utility)
100 Scana Parkway, Building B, Cayce, SC 29033
(803) 360-8807
obrown@scanna.com

BRUCE WALDEN

Director of Real Estate Services, University of Illinois
506 S. Wright St, Suite 208, Urbana, IL 61801
(217)244-8496
bwalden@uillinois.edu

PAUL SOGLIN

Mayor, City of Madison, Wisconsin
210 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd #403, Madison, WI 53703
(608) 266-4611

CITY OF CHICAGO REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
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CITY OF COLUMBIA
SOUTH CAROLINA

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
November 17, 2014

Mr. Marc Lifshin
President
Core Campus
2234 W. North Ave.
Chicago, IL 60647
Dear Mr. Lifshin,
As Mayor of Columbia, I would like to congratulate on the outstanding job Core Campus has done
successfully transforming the a vacant 21-story Main Street office tower formerly known as the Palmetto
Center into The Hub, a vibrant, inviting and ultra-modern living space bringing nearly 850 students and
young professionals into the heart of Downtown Columbia.
This project is not only stands apart as a striking example of adaptive reuse and innovation, it has proven
itself in short order to be a key turning point in our downtown revitalization efforts helping engender a
level of optimism and activity on Main Street unlike anything we’ve seen in a generation. In fact, with all
available units leased well before its doors were open, The Hub was generating new interest from all
sectors prompting headlines like “‘Hub’ Brings High End Living, Business to Columbia,” “Restaurants
Getting Business Boom From The HUB” and “Unique student living brings life to key ‘hub’ of Columbia
revival.”
There can be little doubt to The Hub’s impact as a positive catalyst for our city. Yet while we often judge
projects like this by their end result, in this case the journey is just as impressive as the destination if not
more so and demonstrates the true potential of public/private partnership.
Rather than devolving into adversarial gamesmanship and suspicion, every step along this process has
been met with the true spirit of collaboration and partnership. Whenever the City raised an issue, Core
Campus dealt with it quickly and effectively. Whenever Core Campus had a concern, you brought it to our
attention immediately rather than wait until it was to your best advantage to do so. These are the
hallmarks of true partnership through which we have together created something truly unique. For that, if
nothing else, you have our most sincere thanks.
Again, let me say congratulations to you and to Core Campus for a truly remarkable project and that I
would proudly recommend you to anyone with a need for first-class student housing. This has been a
wonderful experience and I am confident that the best is yet to come.
Sincerely,

Stephen K. Benjamin
Mayor
City of Columbia, SC
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ENERGY AND EFFICIENCY INNOVATIONS, GREEN BUILDING AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES
Core Spaces has fully embraced the nationwide movement to become more energy efficient. Core Spaces has
developed LEED Certified projects throughout the United States including, 2 LEED Certified projects in Arizona, as
well as projects in Eugene, Oregon and Madison, Wisconsin that are slated to achieve LEED Silver and LEED
Certified, respectively. In addition in LEED Certification, Core’s efforts have yielded benefits and rebates from
local utility companies in Tempe and Tucson for achieving extraordinary levels energy efficiency in conjunction
with design of the development. Core Spaces also often incorporates recycled and reclaimed materials into the
interior design of each signature project as a showpiece, to show how we embrace the movement of sustainability
as well as energy efficiency.

PUBLIC SPACE MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE
Core’s Management team currently monitors and manages public areas ranging from rooftop pool decks to jointuse spaces with hotels and local municipalities. The residential portfolio alone contains over 408,000 square feet
of common space, including exterior amenity decks, fitness centers and lobbies. Between the on-site, joint-use
and shared parking facilities, Core manages over 2,000 parking spaces in varying degrees of urban
environments. Additionally, Core’s projects have over 4,000 linear feet of frontage, including lush planters and
wide public streetscapes located in dense, urban settings. Sacrificing rentable square footage for these kinds of
community-building public spaces are what really differentiates Core projects, further promoting density and a
more walkable urban lifestyle.
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Ownership Objectives and Financial
Details
EQUITY SOURCE AND REQUIRED APPROVALS
Core Spaces and its partners have developed over $2 billion of real estate over the past decade and currently
owns $700 million of properties throughout the United States. Core Spaces has revenue from a variety of
sources including development work, general contracting as well as income from properties and the management
of properties. Core Spaces has strong equity positions in all of their projects, with equity sourced from partners in
Core Campus. Core’s financial model is to source 60-70% of the project cost with debt with the balance coming
from the partners’ equity.
Core Spaces’ financials are managed by a diverse team of real estate and accounting professionals. The internal
development team oversees development and construction budgets and project draws throughout construction.
The Core Spaces development team has real estate professionals with finance, construction management and
accounting backgrounds. Core Spaces projects are managed by Core Spaces Management, a wholly owned
Core Spaces entity. Core Spaces Management is responsible for property leasing and revenue generation,
property management and management of operating expenses. The Core Spaces Management team has
managed over $2 billion of real estate properties and currently is managing the $700 million of Core Spaces
properties.
Core Spaces has a long-term partnership with DRW Real Estate (DRW), a large real estate investment and
development firm based in Chicago. DRW is an exclusive equity partner for financing Core Spaces projects and
providing a portion of equity.
DRW is 100% owned by DRW Holdings LLC. Core Spaces is supported by DRW with an unconditional equity
commitment that will support all development aspects of the project, together with the Core Spaces principals
Outside of the Core Spaces and DRW development partnership are professional real estate accountants and
consultants. Core Spaces project accounting is handle by YG Financial, a full service accounting firm that Core
Spaces partners have worked with for over 10 years. The Core Spaces and DRW partnership is consulted by a
Price Waterhouse Cooper’s real estate accounting team and Roberts, McGivney, and Zagotta LLC, a legal firm with
strong real estate transaction and accounting experience. Core Spaces project financials are circulated monthly
by YG Financial and reviewed and approved by both Core Spaces and DRW Real Estate. Core Spaces and DRW
work with YG Financial on all entity tax returns and DRW Real Estate’s internal accounting department provides
additional review.

DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL PROJECT COSTS TO BE FUNDED WITH EQUITY
Core Spaces anticipates funding 35% of the total project cost with equity
EXTERNAL EQUITY PARTNER(S) AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE
Core Spaces does not utilize external equity partners and will fund all equity from within
SOURCE OF DEBT FUNDING AND DETAILS
Debt financing will come from a traditional national lending institution. Project debt is anticipated to be
65% of the total project cost. Core Spaces has received the attached letter of interest from BMO Harris
bank as a potential lender, enclosed above.
DETAILS OF DEBT STRUCTURE (TERM ASSUMPTIONS)
Core Spaces utilizes debt financing in the form of an interest only Construction Loan for 65% of the total
project cost. The expected construction loan will be in place for 1 year following the completion of the
project with an option to extend an additional 1 year.
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TOTAL PROJECT COST (INCLUDING ALL DEVELOPER COSTS AND 3RD PARTY FEES)
The total project cost is estimated to be in the range of $80,000,000 to $100,000,000, based on the
option to purchase the parking spaces as described above
DEVELOPER’S FEE (INCLUDED IN TOTAL PROJECT COST)
The development fee for a project of this size is typically 3% to 4% of the design and construction cost.
TOTAL COST OF FUNDS
Core Spaces’ typical cost of funds falls in the range of 2.4% to 2.5% for a project of this size.
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